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 1.	Perfect community of views on the various problems
with which the Powers are confronted as regards the
maintenance of general peace and balance of power in
Europe, more especially in the East.
 2.	Decision to take action at Vienna with a view to the
prevention of a demand for explanations or anji sum-
mons equivalent to an intervention in the internal affairs
of Serbia which the latter would be justified in regarding
as an attack on her sovereignty and independence.
 3.	Solemn affirmation of obligations imposed by the alliance
of the two countries.29
The second of these points, as we have just seen, had
already been frustrated by Austria's prompt action at
Belgrade before the Russian and French Ambassadors were
able to carry out their instructions. The first and third
points find their interpretation in the events which fol-
lowed. By the French Ambassador in St. Petersburg they
were treated as a blank check by which France promised
full support to Russia in whatever measures she should
take to prevent Austria from carrying out the plans which
Berchtold had decided to carry out, but which were not
yet fully known to the rest of Europe. This is seen in the
assurances which Paleologue repeatedly gave to Sazonov as
the latter took progressive steps toward secret Russian
military measures preparatory to mobilization and to a
general European War.
SAZONOV'S PLAN FOR "PAKTIAL MOBILIZATION," JULY 24
On the morning of Friday, July 24, the Austrian Ambas-
sadors everywhere notified the Governments to which they
were accredited of the ultimatum which had been presented
at Belgrade the preceding evening. Everywhere, except
29 Buchanan to Grey, July 24: B.D., 101; this important part of
Buchanan's telegram was suppressed from B.B3., 6. For Poincare's sum-
mary of the results of his visit, see Viviani's despatch from Reval to
Bienvenu-Martin, July 24, 1 A.M., F.Y.B., 22,

